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Abstract
The goal of this work is to learn fromnature the rules that govern evolution and the design of protein
function. The fundamental laws of physics lie in the foundation of the protein structure and all stages
of the protein evolution, determining optimal sizes and shapes at different levels of structural
hierarchy.We looked back into the very onset of the protein evolutionwith a goal tofind elementary
functions (EFs) that came from the prebiotic world and served as building blocks of the first enzymes.
We defined the basic structural and functional units of biochemical reactions—elementary functional
loops. The diversity of contemporary enzymes can be described via combinations of a limited number
of elementary chemical reactions,many of which are performed by the descendants of primitive
prebiotic peptides/proteins. By analyzing protein sequences wewere able to identify EFs shared by
seemingly unrelated protein superfamilies and folds and to unravel evolutionary relations between
them. Binding andmetabolic processing of themetal- and nucleotide-containing cofactors and
ligands are among themost abundant ancient EFs that became indispensable inmany natural
enzymes.Highly designable folds provide structural scaffolds formany different biochemical
reactions.We show that contemporary proteins are built from a limited number of EFs,making their
analysis instrumental for establishing the rules for protein design. Evolutionary studies help us to
accumulate the library of essential EFs and to establish intricate relations between different folds and
functional superfamilies. Generalized sequence-structure descriptors of the EFwill become useful in
future design and engineering of desired enzymatic functions.

Introduction

Enzymes are biological catalysts that maintain chemi-
cal transformations of the substratemolecules in living
organisms, thus supporting their functioning and
survival in different environments. The number of
natural substrates and metabolites is limited, and
there are around 5000 currently known biochemical
transformations (Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers
[1]) that process natural substrates. The number of
characterized mechanisms that provide these

transformations is only about 330 [2]. Further, there
are only about 30 chemical roles for the amino acid
residues involved in catalysis, such as electron donor/
acceptor, proton donor/acceptor, electrostatic stabili-
zer, activator, etc [3]. Thus, thousands of multistep
biochemical transformations are actually built from
the several dozens of distinct elementary reactions
[2, 4, 5]. This striking reduction of functional com-
plexity at the level of individual chemical roles and
their actions in biochemical transformations prompts
one to think about the very emergence of the enzymes
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and their elementary functions (EFs). Existence of the
conserved functionalmotifs in different protein super-
families [6–8] hints to their possible origin from
ancestral peptides with primitive functions [9], which
presumably were able to work as catalysts [10, 11] and
to form primitive assemblies [12] in the prebiotic
world [13]. Fusion of the prebiotic functional peptides
into enzymatic domains/folds followed by the recom-
bination of the latter into the multidomain structures
and oligomeric complexes constitute the essence of
protein evolution from its emergence to contempor-
ary complexity and diversity [9, 14].

Fundamental physics [15–18] lies in the founda-
tion of protein structure and drives its evolution,
determining optimal sizes [19] and shapes [20, 21] at
different levels of structural hierarchy [14, 22, 23],
providing specific traits necessary for the work of nat-
ural selection [24–26], and introducing requirements
on sequences and structures that secure their fitness
and evolvability [27–29]. Specifically, polymer nature
of the polypeptide chains [18, 30–32] established the
shape and size [33, 34] of the basic structural elements
of soluble proteins—returns of the protein backbone
(or closed loops) with a preferential size of 25–30 resi-
dues [35, 36]. Circularization of the double-stranded
DNA, governed by the same polymer law [33, 34] of
the flexibility-based ring closure, apparently con-
tributed to a selection of the typical size of a protein
domain—100–200 amino acid residues (300–600 base
pairs is an optimum for the ring closure of double-
stranded DNA [14]). Designability of protein folds/
domains—a characteristic of the packing density and
the balance between the short- and long-range non-
bonded contacts [25]—is a determinant of the struc-
ture stability [24] and its ability to adopt many
different sequences [24–26]. Based on the fold’s desig-
nability, the original ancestral set of thermostable and
highly versatile protein folds could have been selected
in a hot primordial environment. Highly designable
folds would, in turn, provide scaffolds for numerous
functional families and superfamilies of contemporary
proteins [37]. Primitive catalysts with a potential for
self-assembly [10–12] have presumably fused into the
first folds [9, 38, 39] thus forming the catalytic
domains, and they are now represented in modern
proteins by their descendants—elementary functional
loops (EFLs) [6, 7].

Despite a significant progress in understanding the
evolution of protein function [14, 28, 40–45], its early
history and the consequences for contemporary pro-
teins remain enigmatic [31]. One of the most impor-
tant unsolved questions in the studies of emergence
and early protein evolution is to determine the build-
ing blocks of the first enzymatic domains and to char-
acterize the critical demands on their sequences,
structures, and catalytic activities. In particular, we
would like to obtain a set of themost commonEFs and
their characteristic signatures in the form of protein
sequence profiles [6, 7]. Next, we would need to prove

their ancient character by detecting the corresponding
representatives in unrelated folds and protein super-
families.Wewould also like to determine the folds that
could have provided the structural scaffolds for these
functions, opening thus a road for further protein evo-
lution [8, 28, 40–44]. While pursuing these tasks, we
survey how physics determines the structural char-
acteristics of natural proteins and the versatility of
their design.We show that the number of natural cata-
lytic sites is much smaller, and there is a limited num-
ber of combinations of dyads/triads/tetrads that are
favorable for themajority of catalytic sites. The limited
repertoire of the natural catalytic sites and strong
restrictions on the sizes and structures of the func-
tional folds imply that many of the contemporary pro-
teins are either descendants and recombinants of a
handful of ancient primitive proteins/peptides, or they
incorporate some newly evolved EFs following the
same rules. Therefore, consideration of enzymatic
function as a combination of elementary ones not only
helps in understanding the contemporary enzymes,
their structures and functions, but it can also help to
establish a set of rules for the design of desired func-
tions. As an outlook, given the complexity and diver-
sity of the sequence-structure relationship, we propose
integrating the structural and sequence features of the
EFLs into a probabilistic model—descriptor of EF. We
discuss here a case study of the ‘nucleophile’ EF, its
complexity and diversity, and consider how features of
this EF can be integrated into a descriptor for future
use in protein design.

Materials andmethods

Important definitions
In order to define the EF and EFL we rely upon the
following IUPACdefinitions.

Biochemical transformation—conversion of a sub-
strate into a particular product irrespective of the
mechanisms involved. The EC nomenclature of
enzymes classifies the biochemical transforma-
tions [1].

Biochemical mechanism—is a detailed description
of the process leading from the reactants to the pro-
ducts of a reaction, including characterization of reac-
tion intermediates and the corresponding steps. The
databases Mechanism, Annotation, and Classification
in Enzymes (MACiE), Metal-MACiE, and Structure-
Function Linkage Database create a compendium of
enzymaticmechanisms and reactions [3–5].

Elementary reaction (term E02035 in IUPACGold-
book) has no intermediates, occurs in a single step and
passes through a single transition state [32].

Based on the above definitions and extending it on
to the cases of binding of common ligands, such as
metal- and nucleotide-containing cofactors and their
parts (sugar, base, phosphate, etc) we define the EF.
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EF is an elementary reaction or binding interac-
tion that provides stabilization of the transition state
[46] en route of the biochemical transformation. We
use MACiE’s catalytic roles of amino acid residues for
standardizing the glossary of EFs [47].

Closed loop or return of the polypeptide backbone
with a typical size of 25–30 amino acid residues is a
basic universal structural element of globular proteins
originating from the polymer nature of polypeptide
chains [35, 36].

EFL is defined as a structural-functional unit
formed by the closed loop [35, 36], carrying one or a
few functional residues responsible for the corre-
sponding elementary reaction or binding interactions
[6, 7]. EFL serves as a minimal functional building
block in biochemicalmechanisms.

Functional site is defined according to annotations
in the Conserved Domains Database (CDD) [48, 49]
and is classified into active, polypeptide binding,
nucleic acid binding, ion binding, chemical binding,
post-translational modification and other. We rely on
CDD definition of the functional site for identification
of the residues involved in binding and catalysis and
annotation of EFLs. Functional site is represented by a
set of residues. SwissProt site annotations overlap well
with the CDD annotations especially for active, bind-
ing, andmetal-binding sites [49].

Active site (or catalytically active site) is a type of
functional sites that is directly involved in biochemical
transformations. The active site consists of the resi-
dues involved in substrate and cofactor binding, stabi-
lization of the transition state and the chemically active
residues that facilitate catalysis (catalytic residues). The
Catalytic Site Atlas (CSA [50]) annotates the catalytic
residues in structures of enzymes.

Fold is defined according to the second level of
classification of protein structures in SCOP database
[37]. We refer to folds by a standard (class.fold) nota-
tion. For example, c.1 is TIM ß/α-barrel fold in the α/ß
class (c) of proteins.

Profile is a position specific scoring matrix (PSSM)
representing an ensemble of multiple sequences of
EFLs [6]. Profiles are assigned numeric identifiers and
their sequence signaturesmay be shown as PROSITE-
like patterns [51] or graphically as sequence
logos [52].

Prototype of EF is a generalized and simplified
representation of a set of corresponding sequence pro-
files, reflecting diversity of sequences and conservation
of the major signature. Noteworthy, sequences repre-
senting the prototype in contemporary proteins
should not necessarily have detectable similarity, how-
ever they all have to be detected by the profiles con-
stituting the prototype [7].

Descriptor of EF is a combination of the sequence
and structure characteristics (e.g. local contacts, dis-
tances and dihedral angles) of the EF, derived in the
form of empirical distributions from the whole diver-
sity of the representing sequences and structures.

On a more technical side, we use the following
important notions.

COGs denote Clusters of Orthologous Groups at
NCBI [53]. Proteins belonging to one COG pre-
sumably have the same function in different species.
The most ubiquitous COGs represented in all of the
taxonomic branches form the core, or the most
ancient set of proteins that could be attributed to the
Last Universal CommonAncestor [42].

CDD [48]—Conserved Domains Database at
NCBI. Proteins and sequence alignments in the CDD
are manually curated using the structures when avail-
able. CDD arranges proteins into families and super-
families. Some families contain annotations of
functional sites, however there is no common glossary
or ontology. The CDD also incorporates imported
domains from Pfam, SMART, TIGR and other largely
overlapping resources; however here we only rely on
the annotations performed atNCBI.

SCOP [37]—Structural Classification of Proteins
database defines structural classes based on the sec-
ondary structure content and structural folds based on
the architectures formed by the secondary structures.
Further down the hierarchy, SCOP folds are classified
into the superfamilies and families. Families within a
superfamily presumably have a common ancestor.
However, the superfamilies are expected to be evolu-
tionary independent.

E-value is a measure of the error rate in a sequence
search, which can be directly interpreted as the num-
ber of false positive hits expected given a scoring
threshold. Typically in BLAST, PSI-BLAST or HMM-
based (Hidden Markov Model) search, the E-value is
approximated based on a theoretical distribution of
hit scores and the size of the sequence database. In our
pipeline, however, we sacrifice performance to preci-
sion and empirically calculate the distributions of the
hit scores for each sequence profile. E-value, thus, is
the number of false positive hits observed given the
natural profile and a PSSM with reshuffled positions
[6]. An E-value of 1means that among all the obtained
hits we expect at most one sequence hit unrelated to
the query sequence profile. E-value is the only para-
meter that controls the sensitivity of our search. Preci-
sion of profile-superfamily search is further improved
by controlling the coverage, or the fraction of the
superfamily sequences found by the profile. Thus,
even at relatively high E-values the search results will
not be compromised by spurious hits due to the insig-
nificant coverage they provide.

Data sources
We use several databases in our analysis. Uniprot/
Swissprot is the source of the proteomic sequences
[51]. Uniprot PROSITE is a collection of multiple
sequence alignments of curated motifs and patterns
[51]. SISYPHUS is a collection of structural align-
ments, non-trivial relationships between different
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superfamilies, and folds in SCOP [54]. CDD [48] is the
source of functional annotations of domain families
and superfamilies.We only use NCBI-annotated CDD
models in this study. CDD can contain conserved
domains that incorporate several structural domains,
therefore we use SCOP as a reference for protein folds
[37]. The SUPERFAMILY database conveniently pro-
vides HMM-models for SCOP [55] that we used for
CDD-SCOPmapping.

Analysis pipeline
The flowchart of our analysis pipeline is shown in
figure 1.Details of thematching procedure, correspond-
ing parameters, and data sets are described in the
following sections of materials and methods: data
sources; obtaining sequence profiles of EFLs; assigning
theEF. Themain components of the pipeline include:

(a)Obtaining the sequence profiles fromdifferent sources.
In this block, we have accumulated the most
complete set of sequence profiles, including those
from the previous works [6, 7, 9] and those derived
de novo here using the earlier developed procedure
[6] with the origins obtained from Uniprot and

Prosite [51]. All obtained profiles were clustered
[7] and merged in order to eliminate the
redundancy.

(b)Identifying the sequence matches corresponding to
profiles in the CDD domains. We found the
sequence matches of profiles in the CDD domains,
establishing thus connections between the
sequence profiles and their representatives (EFLs)
in functionally annotated conserved domains.

(c)Delineating the EFs of EFLs by analyzing the binding
and active sites in the CDD.We annotated the EFs of
the sequence profiles by determining the overlap
between the corresponding EFLs and the func-
tional sites annotated in theCDD.

(d)Mapping the SCOP folds to CDD superfamilies.
CDD classifies conserved protein domains, while
SCOP is a structural classification. We identified
SCOP structural domains in the CDD superfami-
lies by using HMMER3 [56] for finding matches
between the representative sequences of CDD
superfamilies and sequences of SCOP folds pro-
vided by the SUPERFAMILY database [57].

-

Figure 1. Flowchart of the analysis pipeline. Themain components of the pipeline include: (a) derivation of sequence profiles from
different sources; the graph is based on the annotation of active sites in theCDDdatabase; (b) profile-sequence search in theCDD
database with the obtained profiles; (c)mapping of functional profiles based on the annotations of binding- and active sites in the
CDDdatabase; (d)mapping of structural SCOP folds toCDD superfamilies; (e) assembling the graph.
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(e)Assembling the graph of relationships between the
CDD superfamilies, profiles of EFLs, functional sites
in CDD, and the SCOP folds.We first built a general
graph, which contains multiple types of nodes and
edges. The node types include: (1) diamonds—the
profiles of EFLs, (2) hexagons—EFs represented by
the type of the functional site according to CDD,
(3) circles—superfamilies of conserved domains in
CDD, and (4) rounded squares—SCOP folds. The
graph encodes exhaustive information on the
relationships between the aforementioned nodes
and is provided in the supplementary materials
available at stacks.iop.org/PB/12/045002/mmedia
in form of the interactive Cytoscape sessions and
their HTML snapshots. Different types of relation-
ships are represented by different types of edges:
(1) orange solid line—profile-CDD superfamily
link denotes a sequencematch; (2) blue dashed line
—shows that the functional site belongs to a CDD
superfamily and that the profile describes one of
the functional loops forming the functional site;
(3) gray solid line—indicates that the SCOP folds
comprising theCDDdomain.

The general graph is then split into two parts and
used for in-depth analysis of the relations between
profiles of EFLs in CDD superfamilies and EFs that
form enzymatic activities (figure 3), and the second
part—profiles of EFLs connecting CDD superfamilies
and SCOP domains (figure 4). All the examples dis-
played in figures 2–5 are sub-graphs extracted
from the general graph. We use Cytoscape 3.1.1 for
visualizing the graphs. All the sub-graphs are also

accessible as interactive Cytoscape sessions and as
HTML snapshots for the web (https://github.com/
neksa/elementary-functions). CDD superfamilies
are represented by the corresponding short names,
these abbreviations can be directly looked up in
the CDD search (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/cdd/).
Long superfamily names will show up as pop-ups in
the Cytoscape when the mouse cursor is placed
over the corresponding node, for instance ‘medium
chain reductase (MDR)/dehydrogenase/zinc-depen-
dent alcohol dehydrogenase-like family’ is abbreviated
in CDD asMDR. Profiles are referred to by their num-
bers and contain sequence signature and a short func-
tional annotation. The sites are automatically named
based on the type of cofactor/ligand involved or the
type of the functional site. Edges encode the informa-
tion about the E-value of the profile-sequence match
and coverage of the corresponding superfamily
(shown by edge thickness, the values are accessible as
edge attributes in Cytoscape). SCOP–CDD edges are
also characterized by their coverage.

Obtaining sequence profiles of EFLs
We obtained the sequences profiles from several
sources. The first source is the archaeal proteomes.
The 30- and 50-residue long segments from the
sequences of representatives of archaeal COGs [42]
were used here as origins for deriving the profiles. The
origins were iteratively matched against 68 non-
redundant (less than 70% sequence identity) archaeal
proteomes until they converged into sequence profiles
(figure 1(a)). The profiles were clustered and merged
in order to remove any remaining redundancy. The

Figure 2.Elementary function—phosphate binding in dinucleotides. (a) The subgraph of connections between theCDD
superfamilies and the profile 235 representing the nucleotide binding elementary function. Circles are superfamilies, rounded squares
represent folds (with SCOP identifiers), orange diamonds denote profiles (with profile numbers), and the sites annotations are shown
as hexagons. Following SCOP folds are represented in the chart (a): b.35—Smp-1-like; c.2—NAD(P)-binding Rossmann-fold
domains; c.23—methylesterase CheB, C-terminal domain; c.58—subtilisin-like; c.66—(phosphotyrosine protein) phosphatases II;
c.79—molybdenum cofactor biosynthesis proteins; c.111—SurE-like; d.58—NSFL1 (p97ATPase) cofactor p47, SEP domain; and
d.162—PG1857-like. (b) Examples of elementary functional loops in PDB structures fromdifferent CDD superfamilies. The
nucleotide is shown in sticks, the conserved glycines are colored in red on the ribbon, whereas adenine-polarizing glutamate or
aspartate is shown by pink sticks. The PDB codes of the proteins fromwhichwe obtained structural examples are: 1HYH, 1JBW,
1V9L, 1X1Q, 1XDW, 2BGM, 2DPH.
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procedures for converging and clustering/merging the
profiles are described in detail elsewhere [6, 7]. Addi-
tionally, we extracted 49multiple sequence alignments
from the PROSITE [51] database and 21 alignments
from the SISYPHUS database [54]. In this case, the
alignments have been used as origins and have been
iteratively matched to non-redundant Uniprot (less
than 40% sequence identity) until convergence.

Totally, we obtained 294 sequence profiles with
distinct functional signatures, which are represented
by their serial numbers or by PROSITE-like patterns

uniquely identifying their signatures. The list of 124
profile logos with annotated functional sites is pro-
vided in the supplementary file 1 available at stacks.
iop.org/PB/12/045002/mmedia.

Assigning the EFs to sequence profiles
It is only possible to annotate the EF if the mechanism
of biochemical transformation is known or at least the
active or binding site is clearly defined. We rely on
functionally-characterized domain families, where the
functional sites are annotated as features in the CDD

Figure 3.Graph of the evolutionary connections between superfamilies, elementary functions, and their sequence profiles. CDD
superfamilies are shown as circles, where the size of the circle represents the number of families inside the superfamily. The number of
families in which profile of the elementary function (orange diamond)finds amatch is indicated by the thickness of the solid orange
line. The total number of families in theCDD superfamily is indicated by the size of the circle. The presence of certain elementary
function (blue hexagon) in the active sites ofmembers of the CDD superfamily, and in the profile signature is shown by the dashed
blue line. The sizes of the superfamilies are proportional to the number of families within each superfamily. Thickness of the edges
represents the confidence in the relationship, in case of superfamily-profile link it denotes the coverage of the superfamily by sequence
hits of the corresponding profile.We provide the graphs inCytoscape format and suggest exploring the graphwithCytoscape
software. All objects in the graph are linked to the correspondingwebsites via theURL attribute and full-length labels will be shown as
tooltips whenmouse cursor is pointing to them. The graph is also available as anHTML snapshot (see https://github.com/neksa/
elementary-functions/).
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database [48] and use the functional annotations of
the sequence signatures from InterPro Prosite [51]
and SISYPHUS [54].

First, since there is no glossary or functional ontol-
ogy in the CDD we harmonized the annotation of
functional sites in CDD in order to merge synonyms
and different spellings. We also oversimplified the ori-
ginal annotation in order to highlight the key EF asso-
ciated (such as calcium ion coordination, a general
base, acid, a nucleophile, phosphate group binding)
and reduce it to a controlled glossary (e.g. Ca, base,
acid, nucleophile, phosphate).We provide our simpli-
fied glossary in the supplementary Github repository
(file input/site_keywords.tab). However, a large num-
ber of sites were annotated as the ‘active site’ in the
CDDwithout any indication of their specific function.
We added a unique superfamily identifier and the
serial number of the site in order to identify the
ambiguously annotated sites correctly. The annotation
of the functional sites has been performed auto-
matically with a condition that at least 30% of the
functional site residues should be covered by a profile.
We consider that a profile that matches a functional
site represents an EF. Thereby, we were able to select
the profiles that represent EFLs from the list of 294
sequence profiles that we obtained.

We mapped SCOP folds onto the CDD domains
by using HMMER3 with the default parameters (E-
value threshold 0.01). Each HMMmodel represented
a SCOP domain superfamily, whereas the sequences
were taken from the CDD, one sequence representing
one CDD model. The CDD models and their match-
ing SCOP folds have been aggregated to show all the
structural folds within theCDD superfamily.

The resulting general graph of profiles-sites-
superfamilies-folds required additional filtering for
visualization. Filtering of matches has been performed
based on the number of matches and the superfamily
coverage at different E-value thresholds. The python
script that assembles and filters the graph along with
the necessary input files (in CSV format) and a sample
output (in SIF, CSV and EDO formats) is provided in
the Github repository (https://github.com/neksa/
elementary-functions). All the thresholds that may
affect the results are listed in the file header in order to
make the results reproducible. The number of hits in a
superfamily at E-value <1 had to be at least 2. The cov-
erage of superfamilies with E-value <100 was set to be
at least 5%. We only kept what we considered as func-
tional profiles covering the annotated functional sites,
while all other profiles are not shown in the graph. The
CDD superfamilies without the annotated sites have

Figure 4.Graph of the evolutionary connections between superfamilies, folds, and sequence profiles of elementary functions. SCOP
folds aremapped onto the CDDdomain superfamilies. SomeCDD functional domains containmultiple structural domains. The
shapes and colors of nodes and edges are consistent with the previous figures. The size of the nodes representing the folds shows the
number of SCOP superfamilies within the fold, which is ameasure of its designability. The interactive graph is available as aCytoscape
session and as anHTML snapshot (https://github.com/neksa/elementary-functions/).
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Figure 5.Elementary functions involved in hydrolysis: (a) subgraph of elementary function including a catalytic triad, oxyanion hole
and a nucleophilie; the following SCOP folds are represented in the chart a: c.23—methylesterase CheB, C-terminal domain; c.41—
isochorismatase-like hydrolases; c.45—NagB/RpiA/CoA transferase-like; and c.69–peptidyl-tRNAhydrolase II. (b) The elementary
functions, sequences, and their structural representatives in the catalytic triad, which includes an acid, a base, and a nucleophile. (c)
Distinct signatures of the nucleophile elementary function in different enzymatic functions. The substrate of phosphatases is a
phosphorylated serine, threonine or tyrosine residue. The substrate peptide and phosphorylated tyrosyl side chain is shown in green in
the left panel (profile 294). The phosphatases do not have a triad, but they can have an acid residue forming a dyad. The phosphoryl
intermediate is stabilized by the backbone amides, which follows the nucleophile forming an oxyanion hole. The PDB codes of the
structural examples are: 1THM(for profiles 35, 36 and 37), 1EEO (293), 1BU8 (27), and 1ESE (175).
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also been excluded from the graph. The redundant
profiles with slightly different signatures, thus very
similar connectivity in the graph have also been
removed for clarity. As a result of filtering we were left
with 124 profiles, 126 superfamilies, 64 EFs/sites, and
104 folds. All graphical examples in the paper are
showing parts of this graph. Importantly, filtering does
not affect the results or conclusions; the main reason
for filtering is clarity of presentation of the graphics in
figures.

Results

Many questions should be answered in order to shed
light on the emergence of modern proteins, and in
order to understand how early events in the protein
evolution determined their structures and functions.
Specifically, we would like to find out: what are the
rules for assembling the enzymatic functions from the
elementary ones? What is the role of physics in
determining the realm of natural enzymes and how
the evolution contributed into establishing the struc-
ture-function relationships? Clear and transferable
terminology is very important for understanding
results and making conclusions, therefore we explain
each term in the definitions section of materials and
methods. Below we will sequentially consider the EFs,
EFLs, and their roles in building the functional
domains.Wewill also tackle the question of the impact
of the fold designability on the diversification in
functional superfamilies. Finally, we will formulate the
requirements for the integrated representation of EF
necessary for computational protein design—descrip-
tor of the EF. We expect that answers on these
questions will help us in understanding the evolution
of protein function and in formulating the basic rules
for computational de novo design of desired protein
functions. In order to identify the signatures of
ubiquitous EFLs we use the earlier developed sequence
analysis procedure [6, 7]. Overall, we obtained 294
profiles with distinct signatures, and for 124 profiles
we have found functional annotation.

Glycine-rich signature of the dinucleotide binding is
one of the ancient EFs
Figure 2 contains an example of the very commonGly-
reach signature with the most conserved part [ILV]
[ALV][ILV]xxGxGxxGxx[ALV]A and the key motif
GxGxxG. The latter represents a generalized signature
of the dinucleotide binding of substrates such as flavin
adenine dinucleotide (FAD), nicotinamide adenine
dinucleoide (NAD), NADP, as well as mononucleo-
tides and phosphate-containing cofactors, such as
pyridoxal phosphate (PLP) and AMP. It is important
to note that while the commonly accepted designation
of this signature is dinucleotide binding [6, 9, 58], the
Gly-rich elbow actually binds the phosphate(s).

The corresponding sequence profile (number 235)
finds matching representatives in different entities of
the Conserved Domain Database (CDD [48],
figure 2), among which are: Rossmann-fold nicotina-
mide-adenine dinucleotide (phosphate) (NAD(P))
(+)-binding proteins (NADB_Rossmann); NAD-
dependent, lactate dehydrogenase-like, 2-hydro-
xycarboxylate dehydrogenase family (LDH_MDH_
like); tryptophan synthase beta superfamily, fold type
II (Trp_synth_beta_II); andmedium chain reductase/
dehydrogenase (MDR). (Di)nucleotide binding per-
formed by these domains is important in biochemical
reactions that are carried out by different enzymes. For
example, NAD(P)-binding domains work in a num-
ber of dehydrogenases (e.g. alcohol dehydrogenases
(ADHs)) and tyrosine-dependent oxidoreductases.
The zinc-dependent ADHs, which represent the
MDR, catalyze the NAD(P)(H)-dependent inter-
conversion of alcohols to aldehydes or ketones. Tryp-
tophan synthase beta superfamily (fold type II) utilizes
the PLP for catalyzing beta-replacement and beta-
elimination reactions. AMP binding signature pre-
sumably reflects utilization of the ATP in the super-
family of activating enzymes (E1). The EFLs described
by the profile 235 bind phosphates in dinucleotide-
containing (FAD/NAD/NADP), as well as in nucleo-
tide- and phosphate-containing (PLP/ATP/AMP)
ligands (figure 2). The repertoire of folds in which this
EF is present includes mostly α/β folds (folds c.2, c.23,
c.58, c.66, c.79, and c.111 belong to the c class in SCOP
representing the α/β arrangement of secondary struc-
tures). In many cases (di)nucleotide-binding domains
are coupled with other functional domains, such as β
GroES-like fold (b.35), and α+ β folds (d.58 and
d.162) that form a biochemical function together with
theα/β folds. The keymotif, GxGxxG, of the dinucleo-
tide binding EF (profile 235, see figure 1 for details) is
very similar to the one (GxxGxG) of the mononucleo-
tide binding (profile 228, see figure 3) dominated by
the so-called P-loop that provides ATP/GTP binding.
The glycine-rich elbows induce backbone conforma-
tions that provide preferential interactions with the
phosphate groups in both profiles of the mono- and
dinucleotide binding EFs (profiles 228 and 235,
respectively). The spacers (xx and x) between the gly-
cines are important for specificity to mono- and dinu-
cleotides. Based on the diversity of folds and
functional superfamilies that contain EF of the (di)
nucleotide binding, one can conclude that the general-
ized signature GxGxxG of the profile 235 is probably a
descendant of the unique prototype with the same
‘poly-glycine-like’ signature (we have recently found
that GxGGxG is a common prototype; data not
shown) and the EF of the phosphate binding [59, 60]
in nucleotides. Phosphate binding, which, in turn, is
part of the (di)nucleotide binding, was presumably
one of the first EFs that provided the basic links
between nucleic acids and proteins in the origin of life.
Undoubtedly, there should be some other similarly
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basic and important EFs [60, 61] that should have left
traces in numerous folds and functional superfamilies
of modern proteins [58, 60]. Therefore, the next ques-
tion we would like to ask is what was the repertoire of
EFs available for building the first enzymatic domains/
folds?

Abundant EFs unravel functional relations between
the enzymatic functions of CDD superfamilies
Figure 3 describes EFs (light blue hexagons) and
sequence profiles (orange diamonds) in relation to
CDD superfamilies (gray circles). The major EFs are
described in the figure 3 via the corresponding
substrates (e.g. DNA, RNA, actin, peptide, base, sugar,
phosphate etc) and cofactors/metals (FAD, flavin
mononucleotide (FMN), NADP, Fe, Ca, Cu, K, Mg,
Na, Ni, Zn etc). Some EFs are named by the function it
is part of (e.g. the catalytic triad in hydrolysis) or by the
name of corresponding EFL (glycine loop, D-/H-/Q-
loop, Walker B, nucleophilic elbow). We resorted to
showing only the most abundant EFs present in CDD
superfamilies in figure 3. The complete graph of the
evolutionary relations that includes both figures 3 and
4 is given in the supplementary information available
at stacks.iop.org/PB/12/045002/mmedia and can be
interactively explored via the web pages in the
supplementary Github repository (https://github.
com/neksa/elementary-functions/).

The most common functions are metal ion bind-
ing and various nucleotide-derived ligand binding;
these are also the most common site annotations
among SwissProt proteins [49]. Metals and metal-
containing hemes and clusters are indispensable ele-
ments in redox reactions that are involved into many
biochemical functions (figure 3). For example, the sig-
natures containing the CxxC pattern are very frequent
in the binding of metals and metal-containing cofac-
tors (profiles 17, 55, 113, 182, 204, and 246; sequence
logos available in 124_profiles_logo.pdf in supple-
mentary information). Earlier, we suggested that the
ancient prototypes with a simple CxxC signature may
have given rise to the diversity of contemporary EFs of
metal-/metal-containing cofactor binding and redox
reactions [7], contributing thus to the transition from
the prebiotic catalysis [62, 63]. In addition to the CxxC
motif, aspartate-rich signatures (profiles 90, 91, 149,
169) and histidine-containing signatures (profiles 19,
33, 34, and 38, figure 3 andCytoscape File 1 in the sup-
plementary information) are also frequent providers
of themetal binding EFs.

The EFs involving binding of nucleotide-contain-
ing ligands are part of some of themost basic biochem-
ical transformations: (i) hydrolysis of the phosphate
groups as an energy source in many enzymatic reac-
tions; (ii) transfer of phosphoryl groups from high
energy donors such as ATP in phosphorylation of pro-
teins. Additionally, pyridoxal 5′-phosphate (PLP),
NAD(P), coenzyme A (Co-A), S-adenosylmethionine

(SAM) work as cofactors/coenzymes [18, 64, 65] in
more complex biochemical transformation. Some sig-
natures of the nucleotide-containing ligand binding
such as profiles 228, 235 are similar to the extent of
their major functional motif, showing that they are
possibly originated from one ancient prototype [6].
The key motif, GxGxxG, of the dinucleotide binding
EF (profile 235, see figure 1 for details) is very similar
to the one (GxxGxG) of the mononucleotide binding
(profile 228). The latter is dominated by the so-called
P-loop that provides ATP/GTP binding, and the most
conserved part of the P-loop profile is: [ILV][ALV]
[ILV]xxGxxGxGK[ST]xxLLxxL. The glycine-rich
elbows induce backbone conformations that provide
preferential (depending on the placement of spacers
xx and x between glycines) interactions with the phos-
phate groups in both profiles of the mono- and
dinucleotide binding EFs (profiles 228 and 235,
respectively). The similarities between GxGxxG
(works in dinucleotide binding) and GxxGxG (P-
loop, works in nucleotide binding) signature leads to a
hypothesis that both signatures may have had a com-
mon glycine-rich prototype presumably with the
GxGGxG signature (data not shown). Below we dis-
cuss several examples of the abundant functional
superfamilies that work with nucleotide-containing
ligands and cofactors. The motor domain and P-loop
NTPase superfamilies (profile 228, figure 3, [48])
includeATPases that provide the driving force inmyo-
sin and kinesin processes. The ATP and GTP EFs are
present in motor domain and NTPase superfamilies,
respectively (profile 228, figure 3). Members of the
Ras_like_GTPase superfamily (GTP EF is shown to be
present) regulate a wide variety of cellular functions
such as gene expression (in particular elongation, ter-
mination, and release in translation), DNA replica-
tion, cytoskeletal reorganization, vesicle trafficking,
nucleo-cytoplasmic transport, microtubule organiza-
tion, cell division and sporulation. All members of this
superfamily possess the GTP-binding site (profile 228,
GTP EF, figure 3) assisted by the Mg2+ binding (Mg
EF, figure 3). MDR family (profile 235) contains the
Zn-dependent alcohol dehydroganase with a broad
range of activities, such as alcohol, sorbitol, for-
maldehyde, butanediol dehydrogenase, quinone,
ketose, cinnamyl reductase, and numerous others.
The Zn-dependent (Zn EF, figure 3) ADHs catalyze
NAD(P)(H)-dependent (NAD EF, profile 235,
figure 3) interconversion of alcohols to aldehydes or
ketons. They are typically dimers or tetramers with
two Zn atoms bound to each subunit—one is the cata-
lytic Zn in the active site, the other one is the structural
Zn, which is optional in some enzymes in the MDR
family. Some EFs work in many different super-
families. Nucleic acid (RNA/DNA) binding is present
in SANT, HU_IHF, Adenylation_DNA_ligase_like,
KH-I, SmpB, HTH_XRE and other superfamilies (all
the provided abbreviations and short names for the
superfamily can be looked up in the CDD database,
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/cdd/). Ca and Zn EFs
are also connected to multiple CDD superfamilies as
representatives of the major cofactor ions involved in
enzymatic reactions. Profiles of more specific EFs may
be connected to many families within the superfamily
but in figure 3 we are mainly interested in exploring
the profiles and EFs connecting different
superfamilies.

Biochemical function as a combination of the
elementary ones
As a result of the graphical representation in figure 3, it
becomes possible to analyze the biochemical functions
as combinations of the profiles of EFs. EFs defined as
phosphate, D-/H-/Q-loops, ATP, ADP, metal, and
Walker Bwork in different combinations in families of
the ABC_ATPase superfamily. For example, profiles
281 and 6 of the carbohydrate (sugar) binding, profile
235 of the FAD/NAD/NADP binding, and profile 5 of
the ATP binding provide formation of functions in
LDH_MDH_like superfamily. Profiles 35, 36, and 37
form a catalytic triad of proteases belonging to the
Peptidases_S8_S53 superfamily. Inmany cases there is
only one EF or profile archetypical to the correspond-
ing superfamily. The EFs related to binding of the
some abundant substrates, such as DNA, Ca, Zn are
present inmany superfamilies. Profiles 21, 24, 31, 110,
113, 154 are detected as signatures of different catalytic
activities in corresponding superfamilies (figure 3).
Many other specific profiles can be found in figure 3
and explored in the Cytoscape session file supplemen-
tary materials or with its HTML snapshot (see https://
github.com/neksa/elementary-functions/). The com-
plexity in the relationships between the EFs, folds, and
functional superfamilies leads to a question about the
requirements on the structural scaffolds for different
enzymatic functions.

The importance of fold designability for enzymatic
functions
Figure 4 depicts relationships between theCDD super-
families of conserved domains (gray circles), their
characteristic profiles of EFs (orange diamonds), and
protein folds according to SCOP classification (white
squares with SCOP classes). The folds provide struc-
tural scaffolds for different functional demands. The
most designable folds, i.e. folds that can adopt many
different sequences/functions [24–26] form the main
connected components on the graph in figure 4: TIM-
barrel (c.1), Rossmann fold (c.2) and Rossmann-like
folds flavodoxin (c.23), ferredoxin (d.58), P-loop
containingNTPhydrolase (c.37), andα-helical bundle
(a.4). TIM-barrel and Rossmann folds form the largest
hubs in the graph, because many different super-
families and families are hosted by these most versatile
folds (see also supplementary figure S5 available at
stacks.iop.org/PB/12/045002/mmedia and supple-
mentary table S3). We refer to folds by their SCOP

codes (class.fold), complete information about the fold
can be looked up in SCOP database online by entering
the code in the search box (http://scop.mrc-lmb.cam.
ac.uk/scop/search.cgi). Other folds with many super-
families and families include all-α (four-helical bundle
and α-α superhelix, and three-helical bundle), all-β
(SH3 barrel and Ig-β sandwich), and α+ β (Ferre-
doxin-lke) folds (supplementary figure S5 and supple-
mentary table S3). The cluster formed by the 3-helical
bundle fold (a.4) encompasses the DNA-binding
superfamilies SANT, HTH etc, and DNA binding and
nucleotide hydrolysis EFs (244, 218, 75). Another
example is the EF-hand fold (a.39) with a DxDxxG
calcium binding signature and structural motif found
in superfamilies EH, S-100, SPARC_EC, EFh (these
short names represent CDD superfamilies and can be
looked up online http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/cdd/).
Highly designable folds are also frequently encoun-
tered in functional superfamilies where they work in
combinations with other folds. For example, Ross-
mann fold is coupled with Ferredoxin in amino acid
dehydrogenases, and with Flavodoxin fold in formate
dehydrogenases. TIM-barrel together with Ferredoxin
is characteristic for the Rubisco enzyme superfamily.
TIM-barrel also forms a canonical structure of Enolase
superfamily [66] in combination with a small capping
domain. Another example of the protein function that
requires the combination of two folds is Formyltrans-
ferase superfamily incorporating N-domain (c.65)
and C-domain (b.46) folds. Both folds are necessary
for this function, therefore they are considered as a
single entity in the CDD database [48]. In some cases
several copies of the same fold can be employed by
oligomerization thus providing the inter-domain
pockets and cavities for binding small-molecule
ligands [9, 67]. There are folds that are apparently fit
certain functions better. For example, Ferredoxin,
Hydrolase, and Rossmann folds are typical scaffolds
for the redox and hydrolysis reactions. Some super-
families recruit specific folds depending on the func-
tional requirements of corresponding families, such as
nucleotidyl transferase superfamily (nt_trans), which
containsmany folds (b.43, b.122, d.108, c.26).

Annotation of the enzymatic function
Existence of the complex relationships between the
functions of single domains/folds and multidomain
(or multifold) proteins in which they are involved
emphasizes on the need for proper functional annota-
tion. The major challenge is to avoid erroneous
annotation of the whole protein by the function of an
annotated domain, whereas the latter is only a part of
the biochemical transformation performed by the
protein [68]. The annotation should consider the
function of amultidomain protein as a combination of
its domains/folds’ functions. Domains themselves
should be characterized as combinations of EFs. It
appears that the requirement for a larger number of
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catalytic residues does not necessarily lead to an
increase in the number of domains—rather one
domain can frequently accommodate large number of
active residues (figure S4 in the supplementary file 1).
Rigorous domain annotation is also important for
understanding how the single domain/fold functions
have been formed and for determining the evolution-
ary relations between different folds and their func-
tional superfamilies. For example, the P-loop EF
(profile 228) is found in many superfamilies with the
NTP hydrolase fold (c.37) where it binds phosphate in
nucleotides and drives the hydrolysis. This EFL is also
present in PEPCK fold where it binds the phosphate
group of the Phosphonolpyruvate (PEP). Similar to
the P-loop the EFL with the dinucleotide binding
function (profile 235) is observed in several folds:
tryptophan synthase (c.79), E1 ubiquitin-activating
enzymes (c.111). Superfamilies DRE_TIM and Aldo-
lase carried by the TIM-barrel fold are joined by the
profile 233 (phosphate binding), indicating evolution-
ary connections between these functions. Common
EFs allow detecting the evolutionary connections
between protein domain families even when their
structural folds are different, as in the case of eukar-
yotic RNA-binding KH domain and homologous
bacterial KH-2 domain, where the profile 299 with the
RNA-binding signatureGxxIGxxGconnects them.

Towards the descriptor of EF for protein design.
Case study of the nucleophile EF
Figures 2–4 illuminate a key role of EFs as the basic
building blocks of enzymes, which unravel evolution-
ary links between different folds and seemingly
unrelated protein domain families. These figures also
point to an important feature of EFs that can be used in
the design of enzymes with desired functions. Specifi-
cally, the same EFs can have different sequence
signatures and can be carried by different structural
elements depending on the superfamily and fold in
which they are observed. An obvious question, there-
fore, is: to what extent and how would it be possible to
obtain a generalized description of a certain EF?
Probabilistic approach based on the local features of
structural segments of proteins has been applied to
protein structure prediction and modeling [1, 69],
however to our knowledge, the structural restraints of
sub-domain-sized segment and sequence conserva-
tion profile has never been integrated within the
context of protein function.We explored below one of
the basic and very common EFs, the nucleophile.
Abundance of this function and diversity of the
representative sequences and structures will hopefully
help us to suggest a unifying description of the EF,
which can be used in future design efforts.

A well-known example of the active site that
involves the EF of nucleophile is the catalytic triad in
proteases [70]. The key player in the triad is the loop
carrying a nucleophile, typically a serine, cysteine or

threonine residue located in a sharp turn called
nucleophilic elbow. The nucleophile side chain has to
be activated in order to be reactive. A base, most often
represented by a histidine residue deprotonates the
nucleophile. The third element of the triad, the acid, is
necessary for polarizing the base thus orienting it
towards the nucleophile. The anionic intermediate is
formed as a result of a nucleophilic attack, and it is sta-
bilized by the oxyanion hole that typically involves the
backbone amides. Components of the catalytic triad
are characterized by specific structural motifs, and
corresponding EFLs have distinctive signatures in
their sequences. Figure 5(a) contains profiles repre-
senting the signatures of subtilisin and kexin pepti-
dases in peptidases_S8_S53 superfamily (gray circle).
Profiles 35, 36, and 37 detect EFLs (orange diamonds)
that form the catalytic triad site (blue hexagon in the
graph). Optional calcium binding provides additional
structural stabilization of the enzyme. Figure 5(b)
shows the sequence logos and structures of the EFLs in
the catalytic triad of peptidases. Profile 35 with a char-
acteristic D[TSD]G signature represents the catalytic
aspartate and several conserved glycines playing struc-
tural roles. The base EF is described by the profile 36
with HG[TS][HR][VC]AG[IETV] characteristic sig-
nature. The GHSxG signature of the profile 37 con-
tains serine—the nucleophile of the catalytic triad. In
general, the catalytic triad is widely spread among pro-
tein functions and families. In addition to proteases it
can be found in lipases, beta-lactamases, esterases,
amidases and acetylases. Despite distinct chemical
nature of the hydrolyzed covalent bond in different
enzymes, the key EFs—acid, base, and nucleophile—
are the same. The comparison of active sites of differ-
ent hydrolases and transferases becomes possible by
using the annotations of their actives sites in the CDD
database (figure 5(a)). The EF of the nucleophile in
phosphatases is very similar to other hydrolases,
although the overall mechanism and the fold are quite
different. For example, Protein tyrosine phosphotase
(PTPc) and dual specificity phosphatases super-
families have a characteristic motif HCSAGxGRxG in
the active site (described by profile 294), where the
cysteine residue executes nucleophilic attack on sub-
strate’s phosphate group (figure 5(c)). Esterase_lipase
and lipase superfamily possess a hydrolysis active site
arranged in a catalytic triad: Ser, His, Asp/Glu. Profile
27 with the signature GxSxG has a nucleophile serine,
which is located in the nucleophilic elbow and is char-
acterized by nonstandard backbone torsion angles
(figure 5(c)). SGNH_hydrolase is the superfamily of
lipases and esterases. However, the active site triad in
SGNH_hydrolases resembles the catalytic triad in ser-
ine proteases. The nucleophile serine in signature
FGDSxxDxG is represented by the profile 175
(figure 5(c)).

The folds of different hydrolases and transferases
discussed above, flavodoxin fold (c.23), phosphotyr-
osine protein phosphatases fold (c.45), α/β hydrolases
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fold (c.69) and subtilisin-like fold (c.41) have a three-
layered α/β/α architecture. However, the numbers of
secondary structure elements in these folds are differ-
ent and the ways the secondary structure elements are
connected (i.e. topologies) also differ. The sequence
profiles of nucleophile EF are also unique in each func-
tional superfamily. Besides, hydrolase and transferase
domains are frequently encountered as parts of multi-
domain structures with complex functions. Overall,
specific environments of different folds predetermine
their designability and, thus, potential for accom-
modating catalytic sites of different sizes and complex-
ity (see figure S7 in supplementary file 1). Together
with the above, diversity of sequence signatures and
structural characteristics of the nucleophile EF shows
that in future design it will be necessary to use the gen-
eralized description of the EF. The descriptor of EF
could be expressed via a probabilistic model that uni-
fies the features depending on the structure of the fold,
its interactions with other domains (in case of multi-
domain structures), overall biochemical function.
Descriptor is therefore a natural development of the
representation of EF by adding the structural and
interaction restraints to the conservation profile. Here
we obtained a library of sequence profiles of EFs. We
expect that the concept of EF and the library of
descriptors of EFs derived from natural enzymes can
be instrumental in future design and engineering
efforts.

Discussion

The evolution of contemporary proteins is governed
by the same laws of physics and chemistry, as it was in
its very beginning. The difference is in the scale of
events and their consequences: nowadays it is mostly
mutational processes that modify existing functions
and switch on/off the silent/native ones in promiscu-
ous enzymes [71–73]. It can sometimes be supplemen-
ted by the recombination of functional domains into
novel multidomain architectures, or by the formation
of new specific folds [74]. There was a totally different
scale of events that took place in the very beginning of
protein evolution. It was presumably characterized by
inefficient catalysis where the primitive prebiotic
functions had to adjust to harsh environments and did
not have the chance to evolve high substrate specifi-
cities. It was also the time of emergence of the first
domains as structures that are able to withstand
environments, to include diverse catalytic sites, and to
support their functioning in form of multistep bio-
chemical transformations involving more than one
EF. These first ‘events’ in the protein structure’s life
should have resulted in a selection of the most
important, and at the same time viable, elements,
which paved the way for the protein evolution and left
numerous traces in proteins existing today. The size
and the shape of EFLs thatwe observe in contemporary

proteins were predetermined by the polymer nature of
polypeptide chains, and descendants of prebiotic ring-
like peptides with simple functions that are still trace-
able in modern proteins. Stability in the hot environ-
ment of the origin of life and potential for the sequence
diversification archetypal for the folds with high
designability were presumably the decisive factors for
their wide utilization in the emerging protein universe.

How did basic requirements together with three
billion years of evolution shape up the structure and
function of proteins? Pierre Gilles de Gennes wrote
[75, 76] that Jacques Monod in his 1969s provisional
lecture proposed that ‘it is of some interest to estimate
the minimum size required for comparatively long
loops of the peptidic chain that linked together
amino acid directly involved into the active site of a
protein’. Inspired by the Monod’s idea, de Gennes
have estimated the minimal size of the loop and of the
minimal functional domain—both are in a fair agree-
ment with the numbers observed for natural proteins
[22, 35, 36, 75, 76] (figure S1 in supplementary file 1).
Considering contemporary proteins, we found that
the number of EFLs per catalytic domain estimated for
CDD database has a Poisson distribution with a mean
about 3 (supplementary figure S4). Analysis of the
active sites in the CSA shows that the number of active
residues in catalytic sites in enzymes is also distributed
according to Poisson distribution with a mean around
3.2 (supplementary figure S3 available at stacks.iop.
org/PB/12/045002/mmedia). Therefore, the rough
estimate suggests one catalytic residue per EFL as a
typical building block of the catalytic site with three
EFLs in a typical enzymatic domain. We, therefore,
updated the schematic representation of an enzymatic
receptor initially proposed by de Gennes and Monod
(figure S2 in supplementary file 1), providing quanti-
tative characteristics of catalytic site observed in con-
temporary natural proteins. Both, literature-based
annotation of catalytic sites [50] and PSI-BLAST
search performed for these sites reveal that most of the
domains in modern proteins possess active sites with
triads (144/393 occurrences, respectively) and tetrads
(145/424) regardless of whether they hostmany super-
families and families or not. There are alsomany active
sites with two (dyads) or even one catalytic residue
(monads) (see supplementary information tables S1–
S2). Remarkably, compositions of the most abundant
catalytic sites are also quite specific. According to lit-
erature annotation of catalytic sites [50], favorite resi-
dues for monads are either Glu, His (most frequent),
or Asp. Three most frequent dyads are: Glu–Glu, Arg–
Glu, and Asp–Glu; triads: Asp–Lys–Tyr, Arg–Asp–
Glu, and Ala–Asp–His; and tetrads: Asp–Gly–His–
Tyr, Arg–Asp–Glu, and Ala–Asp–His. Complete data
on the statistics of catalytic sites and their composi-
tions are present on web page with additional data
(https://github.com/neksa/elementary-functions/
tree/master/stats). All the above show that many cata-
lytic functions do not require complex architectures of
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the sites, apparently providing a strong support for
simplified model of the catalytic sites envisioned by
Jacques Monod (see for illustration figures S1 and S2
in the supplementary file 1). These pronounced fea-
tures and restrictions of the catalytic sites of modern
proteins show that decomposing natural enzymes into
EFLs and learning from them how the function is
organized is a feasible way to study the protein func-
tion and to develop ideas for how to design it.

The goal of this work was to link the realm of con-
temporary protein functions to its very origin in the
beginning of the biological evolution. First, we wanted
to look back and to find what were the EFs that came
from the prebiotic world and served as building blocks
of first enzymes (figure 6). Our assumption was that
the very first EFs were indispensable for basic bio-
chemical reactions, and, therefore, should be widely
represented by their descendants in different protein
domain superfamilies that may even have different
folds. In this case, it would be possible to reconstruct
signatures of ancient prototypes starting from the
EFLs of contemporary proteins. Then, one can use
these signatures along with other profiles of EFLs in
the analysis of the protein folds, diversity their func-
tional superfamilies, and evolutionary relations
between them. Although our approach for recon-
structing the prototypes of EFLs [6, 7] does not
include a time line, an ancient character of the derived
prototypes is corroborated by the detection of their
representatives in many different protein domain
superfamilies. That would not be the case if particular
EF is invented de novo at some time-point of the pro-
tein evolution. Protein folds that form hubs in the
graph of evolutionary relations (figure 4) are shown to
be the ancient ones based on the observation that they
are highly populated by different functional families
and superfamilies, which is provided by their high des-
ignability [26]. The latter has also been shown as an
inherent characteristic of the highly thermostable pro-
teins that could survive in the hot conditions of the
origin of life [24–26]. Another indication of the old

evolutionary age of the ‘hub-folds’ is that they belong
to the core of archaeal COGs, i.e. they provide scaf-
folds in most of the functional clades/groups-of-pro-
teins [9]. Notably, both EFs and folds that we
determined as the ancient ones are in a good agree-
ment with those obtained with the help of phyletic
approaches [31, 38, 39, 77] that invoke the time line
into consideration. Considering ancient EFs, it should
not be surprising that binding of nucleotides and
heavy metals as well as cofactors containing them
appeared to be the most abundant EFs in modern
enzymes. Both nucleotides and metals were present in
a prebiotic world, taking part in interactions between
prebiotic peptides and nucleotides and working as cat-
alysts. In the emerging DNA/RNA-protein world they
became units of the first enzymes, and they have been
involved into evolution of protein function ever since
[77]. Metals are widely used as cofactors in the cata-
lysis, activators, electron donor/acceptors in redox
reactions [62, 63]. High energy ATP/GTP and their
derivatives are indispensable sources of energy in
numerous biochemical reactions; their phosphoryl
groups are used for the phosphorylation. Additionally,
nucleotide-containing cofactors work as donors/
acceptors of electrons in redox reactions (FAD, FMN,
NAD), donors of the methyl group (SAM), prosthetic
groups Co-A, pyridoxal 5′-phosphate (PLP), SAM),
and catalysts (thiamine diphosohate). The major hubs
in the ‘graph of the evolutionary relations’ (figure 4)
are formed by the highly designable folds that are pre-
sent on the core of archaeal COGs [9], working thus in
most of the protein functions. There many α/β folds
among them, such as Rossman-like, hydrolase, α/β
barrels, α/β sandwiches, SAM methyltransferases.
Other representatives of folds with many families and
superfamilies include all-α (four-helical bundle and α-
α superhelix, and three-helical bundle), all-β (SH3
barrel and Ig-β sandwich), and α+ β (ferredoxin-lke)
folds. Regardless of exact type and content of second-
ary structure elements, these folds yield the best pack-
ing and balance between short- and long-range

Figure 6.A sketch illustrating the increasing complexity in the structural, functional and regulatory organization of protein function.
While domain recombination is characteristic to the later stages in protein evolution, we focus on the earliest evolutionary events and
consider how the enzymatic domains themselves emerged.
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stabilizing interactions, adopting numerous low-simi-
larity sequences, and providing, thus, versatile scaf-
folds for the diversity of enzymatic functions.

To conclude, protein evolution has started from a
limited number of basic EFs that arrived from the pre-
biotic world and formed first enzymatic folds with
strong demands on their structures, sizes, stability,
designability. Therefore, despite the complexity and
diversity of contemporary enzymes, gaining an under-
standing of the very emergence and early evolution of
protein function is very important not only for the
basic studies but also for developing a theoretical
foundation and computational approaches for future
design efforts. Themain tasks in protein design are: (i)
to introduce a generalized representation of EF that
would describe the diversity of its characteristics; (ii)
to develop a theory and computational approach for
combining EFs into desired enzymatic activities,
depending on the predetermined requirements to
designed proteins, such as their structure and stability.
As a case study, we considered here the nucleophile—a
very common EF in many biochemical transforma-
tions. It was presumably one of the first EFs that
‘walked into’ the functional folds from the prebiotic
world. In principle, hydroxyl in water is perfectly cap-
able of serving as a nucleophile in hydrolysis, particu-
larly in metallo-hydrolases. However, the geometrical
arrangement of the catalytic triad apparently provided
a sufficient functional advantage, so that the con-
servatism of this EF in the catalytic triad in many
enzymes corroborates its importance and the ancient
nature. At the same time, nucleophile is a very fre-
quent EF, which could have independently emerged in
several protein families and at different times of the
protein evolution. As a result, we observed that this EF
has a quite different sequence signature and distinct
structural implementation in PTPc, Lipase, and
SGNH_hydrolase superfamilies. In Lipase super-
family, for example, the nucleophile serine yields the
non-standard backbone torsion angles, whereas both
PTPc and SGNH_hydrolase superfamilies exploit
folds and overall mechanisms completely different to
those of the typical serine proteases. Additionally,
hydrolase/transferase folds containing the EFs of the
nucleophile are frequently fused with other domains,
forming complex biochemical functions that can, in
turn, affect characteristics of the elementary ones.
Therefore, in order to achieve a uniformed description
of contemporary enzymes and their biochemical
mechanisms, one has to develop a generic representa-
tion of their basic units—descriptor of the EF. Specifi-
cally, every EF should be represented by the set of
characteristics, which contain exhaustive information
on all possible sequences, structures, functional sig-
natures, interactions etc present in different realiza-
tions of this EF. To this end, it should be a probabilistic
model for the use in the protein design efforts, where
realization of all parameters will depend on the

requirements to the designed protein structure and
function.
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